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Conductor : Hu Bing Xu 

Guest Artist : He Shu Feng (Renowned Pipa & Guzheng Artiste) 
He Shu Ying (Renowned Pipa Artiste) 
Feng Ying Jie, Xie Li Juan (Members of Los Angeles Zither Orchestra) 

Programme 

Guzheng Trio 
Story of the Little Town 
Dance of the Mongolians 

Rearranged by He Shu Feng 
He Bao Quan, Rearranged by He Shu Feng 

Performers : He Shu Feng, Feng Ying Jie, Xie Li Juan 

Pipa Solo 
Dragon Boat 

Soloist : He Shu Ying 

Guzheng Solo 
Dance of Yi Tribe 

Soloist : He Shu Feng 

Guanzi and Guzheng 
Farewell at Yangguan 

Performers : Wu Xiao Zhong, He Shu Feng 

Guzheng Duet 
Against Typhoon 

Performers : He Shu Feng, Feng Ying Jie 

Pipa Solo 
Ambush f'rom All Sides 

Soloist : He Shu Ying 

Pipa and Piano 
Czardas 

Performers : He Shu Feng, He Shu Ying 

Arranged by Lin Shi Cheng 

Wang Hui Ran, Rearranged by He Shu Feng 

Ancient Tune, Arranged by Wu Xiao Zhong 

Wang Chang Yuan, Rearranged by He Shu Feng 

Ancient Tune 

Monti, Rearranged by He Shu Feng 

- Intermission -

Pipa Concerto 
The Butterfly Lovers 

Soloist : He Shu Feng 

Orchestra 
Symphonic Poem Heroine Mu Gui Ying* 

*Premiere 

He Zhan Hou, Chen Gang 
Rearranged by Yan Hui Chang & Gu Li Min 

Solo score by He Shu Feng 

Arranged by Central Philharmonic Composing Society 
Rearranged by Yeo Puay Hian 
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HUBINGXU 
Music Director cum Principal Conductor 

Hu Bing Xu is one of the most outstanding conductors in the contemporary China 
music circle. He is a First Class Conductor. He was formerly the China Central Chinese 
Orchestra Conductor and Deputy Leader, one of a few enjoying special privileges granted by 
the China government. 

He has been a resident conductor and artistic instructor of the China Central Symphony 
Orchestra, the Central Opera Theatre, the Central Ballet Troupe, the Beijing Opera Theatre, 
the Oriental Song and Dance Troupe and the Shanghai Opera Theatre. 

In his 30 over years of music career, he has conducted numerous works such as the 
famous operas La Traviata, Carmen, Huo Lang Yu Xiao Jie, Shan Hua LanMan, Peng De Huai Zuo Jiao, Zhang Qian; ballets like 
The Swan Lake, Zhu Fu, Shan Lin, Lan Hua Cao, Hao Hao Dang Dang Yi Yi Da Shui, etc. 

Hu is also one of the few leading conductors who excels across the music frontier including symphony orchestra music, 
operas, ballets, Chinese orchestra music, traditional opera music, movies/television music as well as pop music. For his 
accomplishments, he was awarded the Outstanding Award by the China Ministry of Culture. Hu was also awarded a special 
Golden Record Conducting Award. 

In addition, the renowned opera Zhang Qian won him the top Culture Award by the Ministry of Culture. Time and again, Hu 
has been specially appointed as Conductor for most of the major and grand arts performances, some of which include the Closing 
Ceremony of the 11th Asian Games participated by more than 10,000 artistes as well as another big scale concert in commemoration 
of Xian Xing Hai. 

As far back as 1966, he conducted works like the large1scale symphonic Shajia Bang, the contemporary Beijing opera 
Conquering the Tiger Mountain and Du Juan Mountain incorporating western symphony music into classical Beijing opera. The 
blending of symphonic music with traditional instrument and vocal music is a first for China which revolutionalise the development 
in traditional history of opera. Such creative works have indeed left behind a wealth of artistic experience. 

Hu's conducting flows with style and elegance and precision, combining the best of eastern and western music. The music 
rendering .blends delicacy with warmth. In particular, Hu is able to inspire and mobilise his musicians to commune with the music 
and audience. The end result is a perfect rendering of total harmony. By virtue of his gifted talents, Hu is a much sought after 
professional by recording and movie production companies. Companies from both local and overseas include China Recording 
Company, Hong Kong's Hugo Company, Taiwan's Rockstone, Dutch's Philip as well as Long Yin Company, Zhong Guo Long etc 
have commissioned him for music production. 

The Philip Company made a first debut, releasing three records in China with his conducting works that include Jinghu 
Symphony Special and Lu Si Qing Violin solo. Other conducting works for movies and television series such as Kai Guo Da Dian, 
The Dream of the Red Chamber, Dreamy Seasons, The Lady in Red, Ba Wang Bie Ji, The Gigantic Red Lantern, Qing Song, Wei 
Wei KunLun, The Mao Ze Dong's Story, Journey to the West, Zhuge Liang and Story of the Three Kingdoms, etc. 

As a conductor, Hu expertly blends in with the musicians to create a new and refreshing expression through Chinese 
orchestra instruments. Build upon the solid foundation of traditional Chinese music together with the art of western conducting, 
Hu has opened a new vista in meeting the stringent requirements of most works. As a result, Hu has been able to raise the profile 
of the Chinese Orchestra to an international stature. This is a significant contribution made by Hu in conducting Chinese Orchestra 
in recent years. 

While in service as Music Director with the China Central Chinese Orchestra, Hu staged five performances in Taiwan and 
three in Japan. In 1995, the China Central Chinese Orchestra performed in Hong Kong for the first time after 37 years of formation 
and receive high acclaim. China Times commended him as "·a conductor with star like qualities .... who overpowers the stage with 
glamour, panache ... and charisma ... ". He led The China Central Chinese Orchestra in its eighteen-city tour to the United States of 
America in early 1997. His frrst performance with the world renowned cellist Yo Yo Ma on the cello concerto Spring Dream was 
a great success. The China Central Chinese Orchestra and Hu were the first Chinese orchestra troupe and conductor to perform in 
Carnegie Hall for the past one hundred years. 

Hu Bing Xu has been the Music Director of the Singapore Chinese Orchestra since April 1997. He will lead his fellow 
musicians and the orchestra to grow from strength to strength, with a breakthrough in Asia and beyond. 
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He Shu Feng 
Pipa & Guzheng 

He Shu Feng is a renowned pipa and guzheng artiste. She graduated from the China Central Conservatory of Music. In 
1980, she won the first prize at the China National Pipa Competition. She was a professor at Beijing University and Qinghua 
University from 1982 to 1986. In 1987, she was invited by the University of Texas in Austin and Southwestern University in 
Georgetown to teach Chinese instrumental music. Since 1990, she has been a Chinese music professor at the Branch of California 
State University in Los Angeles. 

She learned violin and piano during her childhood and later studied Chinese ancient literature and painting, that have 
enriched her musical expression very much. Her music style, which surges with power like Yangtze River, soft and soothing like 
early morning breeze, charming like the new moon. She has impressed all her audiences everywhere with her superb musicianship. 
The famous Japanese musicologist, Furnio Kuizurni said "Shufeng is an international artiste with the finest quality, no matter 
where she performs, her music is always charming". The great violinist, Yehudi Menuhin said "There is a sense of poetry and 
painting in her music". 

She has performed in more than one hundred major cities worldwide since 1977 and also performed as a soloist frequently 
with many symphony orchestras. She has played solos for many famous Hollywood movies such as The Joy Luck Club and The 
Dragon, Bruce-Lee Story, etc. More than ten millions of her compact discs and audio tapes have been sold all over the world. 
Being a highly accomplished professor, many of her students have become active musicians and some have won prizes at 
competitions. Her two books, "The Pedagogy and Performing Arts of the Pipa" and "The Pedagogy and Performing Arts of the 
Guzheng" have been widely used by conservatories and music schools. In addition, she has rearranged a number of pipa and 
guzheng music pieces. In 1989, she established the Los Angeles Zither Orchestra which is recognized as the largest Chinese 

classical orchestra in America. 
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He ShuYing 
Pip a 

He Shu Ying has studied pipa under the tutelage of the pipa masters including Hah Zhi Fang, Li Kuang 

Hua, Liu De Hai, Sun Xue Jin, Wei Zhong Le, Cao An He, Yang Yin Liu and Ye Xu Ran. In 1980, she was one 

of the winners in the Spring of Shanghai National Pipa Competition. She graduated from the Shanghai 

Conservatory of Music in 1984. In the same year, she furthered her study in Canada. She has represented 

Canada to participate in the World Youth Music Festival and was acclaimed as the most charming performer. 

She performs overseas frequently. She has also been invited by Radio Broadcasters, Televisions and Recording 

Companies to perform and do recordings. In 1988, she was also invited to teach Chinese music in the Carleton 

University of Canada and was recognised as one of the renowned oriental musicians. 
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Performers 

Gaohu 

Gaohu I Banhu 

Erhul 

Erhu II 

Zhonghu 

Celio 

Double Bass 

Pip a 

Yangqin 

Liuqin 

Lum Yan Sing * • 
Li Bao Shun * • 
Ng Seng Hong 

Wong Sun Tat 

Chew Keng How 

MaDong Yan 

Zhao Jian Hua • 

Zhu Lin • 
Xu Wen Jing 

Zhang Bin 

Ang Bok Cheng 

Tan Kim Lian 

Chiang Kum Mun 

Ann Hong Mui + 
Ling Hock Siang 

Cheng Chung Hsien 

Ng Boon Chai • 

SimBoon Yew 

Chuan Joon Hee 

Low Cher Yong 

GuoSu Weno 

Poh YeeLuh 

Lee Khiok Hua 

Ji Hui Ming 

LeeKhiang 

Qu Feng 

Wang Siao Hua-

Gob Yew Guan + • 
YuJia o 

Tan Joon Chin 

Hou Yue Hua 

Qu Jian Qing • 

LiXiao Yuan 

Seetoh Poh Lam 

* Concert Masler 

• Sectional Leader 

• Sectional Principal 

+ Depuly Scclional Principal 

o Acting Sectional Principal 

... Guest Musicians 

Zhongruan 

Zhongruan I Sanxian 

Daman 

Konghou 

Bangdi 

Bangdi I Qudi 

Qudi 

Xindi 

Gaoyin Sheng 

Zhongyin Sheng 

DiyinSheng 

Guan I Gao yin Sheng 

Gaoyin Suona I Guan 

Zhongyin Suona I Guan 

Cizhongyin Suona I Guan 

Percussion 

Not In Concert 
Zhongruan 

Xindi 

Erhu II 

Yeo Puay Hian • 

Zhang Rong Hui 

Ling Hwee Loong 

Huang Gui Fang 

Koh Kim Wah 

MaXiaoLan 

Lim Sin Yeo .. 

Phang Thean Siong 

YinZhi Yang 

WuYun Kan 

Guo Chang Suo • 

OngYiHomg 

Seah KarWee 

Lim Kiong Pin 

Wu Xiao Zhong 

Jin Shi Yi • 

Lee Heng Quee 

Yong P_hew Kheng 

Boo Chin Kiah 

Quek Ling Kiong • • 
TeoTengTat 

Ngoh Kheng Seng 

Shen GuoQin 

Wu Xiang Yang 

Khoo Lye Soon 

Xiong Yue 

Foong Chui San 

Tan Chye Tiong 

Gob KokBoon 
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Synopsis 

Story of the Little Town Arranged by He Shu Feng 

A widely known pop song composed by Liu Jia Chang and sang by the late singer Teresa Teng. The music 
piece has an exquisite melody and a smooth and easy rhythm. It depicts the happy and contented life of the 
people in a small town. 

Dance of the Mongolians He Bao Quan, Rearranged by He Shu Feng 

This music piece depicts a joyous scenery of the Mongolians celebrating the festival. 

Dragon Boat Arranged by Lin Shi Cheng 

This music specifically reflects the Jiangnan life style by depicting the scene of dragon boat racing during 
the dumpling festival. The composer applies the special techniques of the pipa to simulate the sounds of 
drums, gongs, boat, oars moving in the water and people singing. It also adopted the tune from the Sunan 
woodwind and percussion music and Jiangnan string and woodwind music to stir up a vivid festivs mood in the 
music. 

Dance of Yi Tribe Wang Hui Ran, Rearranged by He Shu Feng 

This is a pipa classics composed in 1962. The Yi tribe is a minority race in China. The music piece depicts 
the young people of the Yi tribe dancing round a campfire under the bright and clear moon in the scenic 
mountains. 

Farewell at Yangguan Ancient Tune, Arranged by Wu Xiao Zhong 

This music piece is adapted from the theme of the poem "Wei Cheng Qu" by the famous poet, Wang Wei. 
It depicts the sadness and sorrow during death and partings and the feelings and blessings when biding farewell 
to friends and relatives. 

Against Typhoon Wang Chang Yuan, Rearranged by He Shu Feng 

This music piece was composed in 1965 when the composer was obsessed with and experiencing life at 
the Shanghai pier. The music piece is divided into five parts namely Labouring, Hit by the Typhoon, Battling 
the Typhoon, Sunshine after the Rain and The Jubilant Pier. 

The composer employed the traditional playing techniques of Zhejiang zheng group. He also employed 
new techniques to reflect the fighting spirit of pier workers in battling the typhoon. 

Ambush from All Sides Ancient Tune 

A famous pipa solo piece. It depicts the war between Chu and Han in 202BC. The Han army was 
deployed from all sides to ambush its enemy. Xiang Yu committed suicide at Wujiang and Liu Bang won the 
battle. 

Czardas Monti, Rearranged by He Shu Feng 

It is originally a violin music piece adapted from a Hungary dance music of the same title. It commences 
with a sentimental melody and ends with an intense allegro. 

He Zhan Hao and Chen Gang 

The Butterfly Lovers Rearranged by Yan Hui Chang and Gu Li Min, Solo score by He Shu Feng 

Based on the China ancient folk tale The Butterfly Lovers, the music is adapted from tunes of the Yue Opera 
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of Zhejiang Province. The three main sections of the folk tale are Become sworn brothers at Cao Qiao, Ying 
Tai :S refusal of the arranged marriage and Reincarnation as butteiflies by the grave. These three sections in the 
composition are known as : exposition, development and reappearance. 

Exposition 
Depicting a scenery with sunshine and gentle breeze, the pipa enters with a simple and beautiful love 

theme. The exchange between them represents Liang Shan Bo and Zhu Ying Tai becoming sworn brothers at 
Cao Qiao. A subsequent lively allegro depicts the three happy years when they studied together. The Iento 
shows their reluctant parting at a pavilion. 

Development 
The orchestra and pipa play opposite themes to express Zhu Ying Tai's bitterness and her strong sentiments 

to defy the marriage arranged by her father. The Iento involving them depicts the meeting between Liang and 
Zhu. Thereafter, the mood ofthe music changes abruptly. The Beijing opera's Daoban (introductory passage) 
and yue opera's scenes are deployed to illustrate Zhu's sad disposition at Liang Shan Bo's grave. 

Reappearance 
The sun shines after the rain. The lovers were reincarnated as a pair of butterflies. Together, they fluttered 

into the sky with their new found freedom. The romantic love theme reappears with music paying tribute to 
their everlasting love. 

Arranged by Central Philharmonic Society 

Symphonic Poem Heroine Mu Gui Ying Rearranged by Yeo Puay Hian 

This music piece is rearranged from the traditional opera Heroine Mu Gui Ying using Beijing opera 
music as source materials. The music piece depicts the historical story of Heroine Mu defeating the enemy and 
protecting the country. It is divided into four parts. 

First Part : Introduction - Recollection of the Past at Mansion Tianbo 
It depicts Heroine Mu Gui Ying at old age recalled her past battling life. The music was composed with 

Beijing opera tune dianjiangchun and the shuilongyin technique for woodwind instruments incorporating the 
variations in Jeijing opera drum and gong music. The music climaxes with a sense of awesomeness. It is more 
like a historical monument. 

Second Part : Invaded by Liao Military 
The music uses Beijing opera drum and gong tune jijifeng to depict the military emergency state. It shows 

the great damages caused by the war. The music stops abruptly manifesting broken land with desolation all 
around. It then used the source material of jinla-manchang style to depict the people, filling with hatred, rose 
up and fight courageously. 

Third Part : In Command 
A recitative tune was included. The rhythm depicts Mu Gui Ying, tom in between the death of many 

friends and relatives sacrificed in the continuos battles and her hatred of the unfairness of the Emperor. On the 
other hand, she was faced with the formidable foe and worried about national calamity. The orchestra pauses 
with total silence, the solo of the bangu deals signifies Mu Gui Ying's final decision to lead the troops in the 
battle. 

Fourth Part : In Battle 
The theme of music reappeared with sounding of the bugle and thunderous drums with scenes of heavily 

guarded troops and flags fluttering commanded by the Herione Mu, marching her troops to the battle field . 
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Celebrities in Concert 
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Yan Huichang, Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra Music Director cum Principal Conductor 
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This meeting of talents from China, Hong Kong and Singapore promises an unforgettable evening for Chinese music fans. Performers include 
renowned erhu virtuoso, Wong On Yuen, zhongruan soloist Liu Xing and SCO gaohu player, Wong Sun Tat. Famous Chinese orchestral pieces 
Bumper Harvest and Ambush from All Sides will be featured in the concert. 

Date C B M) 
Time ( Bt I'BJ ) 
Venue ( :1!!!!2:) 
Ticket (~1ft') 

2-5-99 I Sun ( £ M B ) 
7.30 pm ( l!lti, _t 7 Bt 30 :5t ) 
Victoria Concert Hall ( it $ 'f!J ill'. if 5k Ff ) 
Adult (!llt .A) :$20, $16, $12, $8 
c ~ I!R oo ~ m~ :&: .A ff\, C#: :1: ~ ->F ~ /\ + ~ lk !2-\ ...t s9 *~.A± PJ ~MJ tt!!: ~: $16,$ 13, $1o & $7l 
(Full-time NS men, Students & Senior Citizens aged 60 and above: $16, $13, $10 & $7) 
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SCO Silk-string Ladies' Ensemble In Concert 
Chamber Music II 

This is the debut of the SCO Silk-string Ensemble. The ensemble comprises of Qu Jian Qing (yangqin), Huang Gui Fang (sanxian), Zhang Rong Hui 
(zhongruan), Xu Wen Jing (erhu), Yu Jia (pipa) and Xiong Yue (Guzheng). 

Date ( B M) 14 May 1999 (Friday) I ~ :fL :fL :fL "F li Jl + [9 B ( £ M li) 

~*~~ 
:i:r!HJ~Z. =- c=M, g-g~Jk) 

Erhu and Pipa Recital 
Chamber Music III 

El3 :<$: BJ w "F =MM.* Jt ~ :1:5 lk f5 ~ M. * 1tr ~ ~ ilik . M. ~ § lf =;til 3.'1!. ~ « ~El J't P.lHI tE :J;€f ft &' ~ 'f» lk 
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SCO erhu performer, Wong Sun Tat and pipa performer, Yu Jia are two talented young virtuosi who have just performed in the 1999 Hong Kong Arts 
Festival. Come and li sten to their recital if you have missed the Arts Festival in Hong Kong. 

Date ( B M) 

~:JW 

15 May 1999 (Saturday) I~ :fL :fL :fL "F li Jl + li B ( £ M /\) 
MmM.~~•$?kBJ if ?ka~• §•mm 

Orchestrated by Hu Bing Xu, Singapore Chinese Orchestra Music Director cum Principal Conductor 
Time ( Bt I'BJ ) 8.00pm ll!lti, _t J\. Bt iE 
Venue ( :It!! lii. ) DBS Auditorium I 'ft. m1 @ 1-T :fL ¥: 
Tickets (~1ft') $10,$16 and $20110 ~, 16 ~ ~ 20 ~ 

c ~ :bo • $ ?k rn ?k ~. C#: :1:. ~ I!R oo ~ mu~ .A ff\ ~ ->F ~ /\ + ~ lk !2-\ ...t ~ ?k ~ .A ± IMJ ~ st $ :ff 25% tJT to l 
(Friends of SCO, Students, full-time NS men and senior citizens aged 60 and above are entitled to a 25 % discount) 

n ~ ~ B tE :g. SISTIC i!;' ~ ~ 'ft. 1!;' ! 
Tickets are available at all SISTIC outlets now ! 
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SINGAPORE CHINESE ORCHESTRA 
Singapore Chinese Orchestra (SCO) is the only professional Chinese orchestra in Singapore. The 

SCO is managed by the SCO Company Limited, a company limited by guarantee. It was set up in May 1996 
under the initiative of the Prime Minister. The Company's goal is to qualitatively develop the SCO into an 
orchestra of international standing. 

Since its inaugural concert in April 1997, the SCO has successfully more than 30 concerts in various 
concert halls with majority enjoying full-house audience-ship and positive reviews. In September 1998, the 
SCO has successfully conducted its first concert tour to Beijing, Shanghai and Xiamen. Under the baton of 
SCO Music Director cum Principal Conductor, Hu Bing Xu, the performances had earned high acclaims and 
rave reviews. 

The Orchestra has over 60 talented musicians. They perform regularly as soloists at both local and 
overseas concerts. Many of the musicians play a vital role in developing amateur Chinese orchestras in 
schools, clan associations and community centres or clubs by serving as their conductors or instructors. 

Besides the regular concerts, the SCO has also performed in community centres and schools to reach 
out to more public and young people to generate greater awareness and appreciation of Chinese orchestral 
music among Singaporeans. 

~ ~ • * ~ m ~ ~ 0 ~ 
SINGAPORE CHINESE ORCHESTRA COMPANY LIMITED 
C/0 PEOPLE 'S ASSOCIATION , BLOCK B , ROOM 5, 9 STADIUM LINK 
S I N G A P 0 R E 3 9 7 7 5 0. T E L: (65) 4 4 0 - 3 8 3 9 FA X : (65) 3 4 5 - 7 0 2 9 
Homepage: www.sco-m usic.org . sg Emai I : scomusic@ mbox5 .s ingnet. com. sg 


